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ABSTRACT

Public parks act as a catalyst for assuring the enhancement of life quality and community performance since they are considered as an integral part of the urban fabric. Parks have a vital performance in creating communities of lasting values. They bring nature to the city, enable social interaction, and create environmentally and economically resilient communities. Vitality of parks is related to the park’s strength, interaction of users at different times and the variety of facilities. Vitality has four dominant factors: accessibility, legibility, convenience, and distinctiveness. The diurnal and nocturnal state of the parks is the reason behind its dynamic vitality, as well as the difference in seasons, and this proves that time is a relevant dimension in analyzing the vitality of public parks, which forms the research problem. Therefore, the research aims to determine the impact of time on vitality of parks in relation to the factors’ physical and social attributes. The study focuses on vitality factors and time impact on each one, resulting in different park patterns. The researcher concluded a framework that complies the impact of time on the four vitality parameters with their attributes, then applied it on an analytical example of public parks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Urban green space is not about only trees and benches; it is unlike the meaning that might be created in mind. It symbolizes the cultural and social thoughts of a community or a society and listed from the most vital factors in urban fabric. A significant part of urban green spaces is created in parks. Urban parks act as a mandatory part of urban infrastructure, in addition to improving the quality of life by providing social and environmental facilities [1]. Vitality in urban public parks indicates a safer and welcoming environment that offers more varieties for social activities and cultural exchange [2]. It means a state of dynamism and interaction between the environment and users [3]. Vitality is described by
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Lynch (1981) as one of the performance dimensions of urban design as well as the degree to which the form of places promotes the functions, biological requirements and effectiveness of human beings [2,4].

2. METHODOLOGY

The paper starts firstly with predominant data which is covered in the literature review from published literatures as in journals or conferences, and then determining vitality definition, its characteristics and the effect of time on vitality of public parks. This is followed by analysing an example which is selected based on their geographical location, scale and presence of enough data for measuring the impact of time on their vitality performance.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the urban context, vitality is considered a crucial quality as it enhances passive enjoyment of streetscape, strengthen social interaction, abates crime as well as allowing cultural exchange [2]. It is one of the criteria that effects the environmental quality of an urban public space. Being vital is translated into the social relations of people in the space; therefore, the community can be deliberated as one of the vitality norm indicators in urban design [5]. “Vitality” is used to measure the intangible benefits of the urban parks and construct an approach to assess the park vitality.

3.1 Vitality definition

Park vitality is defined as the liveliness that attracts urban residents to use the recreational services due to the richness of the landscape, accessibility of the park and diversity of functions [6]. Gehl (1996) states that vibrant active spaces are those where optional and social activities occur during an extended range of time [9]. Gehl considers the success of public space is a result of its vitality. He believes that vitality of public space covers physical, management, geographical, emotional and psychological aspects [10]. Therefore, urban vitality is the latest goal of modern urban sustainable development [11]. Figure (1) lists the criteria used to measure vitality of an urban space according to five urban planners.

![Fig. 1. Vitality criteria of five urban planners. Source: [9]](image)

According to the variety of definitions given to vitality, a vital urban space is where significant number of individuals with variable age and sex during an entire day whose activities and interaction could be observed [5]. The space should meet the users’ needs and comfort during their entire day time stay [5,12]. As the term urban vitality has been used widely in different topics, its meaning can be referred to the capacity of inducing lively businesses and human activities [13]. The user’s ability to understand the physical environmental perceptions of a space is a significant factor for attracting individuals’ attention. As a result, there should be a welcoming and appealing atmosphere and attractive elements to enhance their stay while being satisfied [5,14].

3.2 Characteristics of vitality

An experience of vitality can be expressed by time, space, power and intention [12]. Rastegar et. al (2014), stated that vitality is concerned with four different features; levels of activities, levels of use,
levels of interaction and communication and levels of representation, which shows how activity, use and interaction are projected outwards [3,15]. Vitality describes the flow of activities and how dynamic the place is. A socially vital and viable place would be defined by strong social cohesion, mobility between different social levels, vibrant society, good communication and low levels of deprivation [15].

Inclusive design in public parks aims to equalize usage by all sectors of society. Researchers identified three inclusive needs levels: safety (high priority), accessibility (moderately-high), and regular maintenance (average) [16]. There are three categories of physical characteristics contributing to vitality. The first is climatic comfort; by providing light, shadow and protection against wind. The second is creating sense of safety and security, and the third category refers to environmental features stimulating an aesthetic sense in individuals [4]. Vitality of public spaces is impacted by variety of factors based on different urban planners’ viewpoints such as; legibility, security, spatial diversity, sense of place, accessibility, variety of activities, environmental attention and seating areas [7].

3.3 Key components of vitality

Park vitality counts on users’ actual contact with the park, utilization of variety of recreational activities and to what extent are the individuals satisfied with their recreational experiences. The greater visiting intensity of the urban park and the higher degree to which the visitors’ recreational demands are met, the more vital the park would be [6]. A vibrant urban space can easily be impacted by certain factors, such as; accessibility, diversity, aesthetic elements, security and climatic comfort [17]. Parks’ usage is reflected on quality of life by increasing the degree of enjoyment and satisfaction experienced daily [18,19].

3.3.1 Accessibility

Accessibility of urban parks is a necessary indicator reflecting how much the facilities within parks are enjoyed in a convenient way by the citizens [20]. Access to urban parks and greenspaces increase the variety of physical activities in urban societies [21]. To optimize park usage, especially for compact megacities, it is crucial to determine the ease of access to parks [22]. Circulation is the potential channel of the users’ flow from outside to inside of the park. According to Lynch (1960), paths are the predominant elements in the image of a site. Abu Bakar, J. (2002) has cited from Baljon, (1992) that good accessibility and linkage includes ease of visiting the parks by various means of transportation and functional coherence between inside of the park and the immediate surroundings [23].

Accessibility is a complex definition that relies on both physical and socio-cultural factors. Parks have to be physically and socially accessible [24-25]. An accessible park has various criteria including linkages, walkability, connectedness and convenience [26]. Park size, park location, park context and public transportation have a huge influence on accessibility of park and number of visits [27]. The most important factors influencing perceived accessibility to urban parks are physical and locational features such as proximity to the park, a pleasant walking experience and a sufficient number of parks in the neighborhood [28]. Proximity of parks have been adopted as one of the key driving factors in stimulating the dynamic process and complex of urban land use [29].

3.3.2 Legibility

Lynch (1960) describes the concept of legibility as the identifiable and coherent structure of constituents and the characteristics of being clear enough to be understood [30-32]. Legibility is one of the key features that is directly related to the utilization and recognition of a park. It expresses the environmental characteristics that enable to create and organize a cognitive map [31]. Based on Lynch definition, legibility is a physical and spatial characteristic of the environment, where it enhances the structure, identity and meaning of environmental surrounding [33]. According to Gehl (1971), legibility
is determined by the quality of built environment, its clarity, simplicity, continuity, rhythm and the
dominance of unity with all the setting elements. Legible spaces augment the relationship between
environment and users, supporting social connectedness by strengthening the users’ attention and
clarifying their perception and mental cognition towards the space [30].

The main reason behind underutilized parks is due to park elements that are not appealing and
legible, therefore legibility attributes covers clear structure, visual obstacles and accessibility [34].
Comfort, cleanliness, safety and security, attractiveness and sustainability are mainly used to evaluate
legibility of the space and user satisfaction [35]. Comfort and image have employed three dimensions;
park furniture; the place of seating areas, maintenance and safety of park [23]. The below figure clarifies
each dimension.

![Fig. 2. Attributes of Comfort and Image. Source: [29]](image)

Regarding safety of parks, there are eight themes that applies to sense of insecurity and fear of crime,
known as perceived safety, which are concealment of views, being alone, signs of physical disorder,
presence of social incivilities, familiarity, prior information about crime, previous crime experience and
maintained vegetation [36]. There are three groups associated with perceived safety in urban parks;
personal, social and physical attributes [37]. Personal attributes as age and gender, social attributes are
related to number of psychological aspects; social relations between people and social incivilities, while
physical attributes are aspects that might induce fear as low lighting, physical incivilities such as graffiti,
vandalism or trash, concealment of view due to landscape, way finding and legibility and maintenance
[36-38]. Findings by some researchers also stated that the time, day or night, as well as the season are
associated with sense of crime in urban green spaces [39].

The main reasons of lighting green areas are raising the sense of safety, improving security,
maintaining the continuity of communication corridors after dark, create appealing landscape with light
and facilitating longer activity and recreation in the park. Planning the light of green spaces is an effective
consequence in seeking the balance between urban and natural environment [40]. Good illumination of
the park increases its vitality as users tend to visit it during the nighttime. Figure (3) validates the presence
of diverse crowd in Sydney Hyde Park during daytime and nighttime due to good illumination and variety
of activities in the park.
3.3.3 Convenience

Character of the park is determined by its facilities, supporting features and their conditions. Several features of park can positively or negatively influence park use. Park amenities such as barbeques, seating areas, picnic tables, water fountains, lighting units, rubbish bins and bathrooms appear to be important in regardless of users’ age [41-42]. Urban furniture should be compatible with the environment and the users’ needs, giving the park a good image. Lack of maintenance influences usage of parks, it can be obvious in cleanliness of the park, characteristics of playing surfaces, lack of grass or poor quality of the sidewalks [41]. Figure (4) identifies some of the supporting features in parks.

The relationship between place and people is defined as place attachment and has two domains; functional and emotional. It can be influenced by activity, individuals and features of the place. Place attachment encourages a sense of security [43]. It is linked to parks utilization, social interaction and proximity to visitors [44]. The functional attachment could be observed from the amount of familiarity, period of engagement, dependency, satisfaction and comfort. Users’ sense of place in a park can be related to the activity they perform, their intensity of involvement or because they live near the park [45]. Frequency of visit, parks attraction, familiarity, emotional and functional attachment, park activities and facilities, satisfaction and social interaction; are indicators of place attachment [44]. Familiarity is an aspect that has an impact on environmental preference, visual access and wayfinding [46].

3.3.4 Distinctiveness

Parks form an imperative component in the identity of a place; reflecting the complexity of local landscape, heritage and culture, as they can be a key magnet of an area. A successful park usually reflects the identity and culture of the community. Public art in the parks enhances individuals’ appreciation of the landscape [47]. Certain parks in famous cities are almost as iconic as the cities themselves—for
instance, Hyde Park in London or Central Park in New York [48]. Uniqueness of parks can be through its functionality or accessibility [49]. Also physical attributes as; park size, maintenance, variety of amenities and activities, condition of park features and maintenance of the park, are associated with how vital the park is and its remarkability [6,41,50].

Parks have an identifiable impact in terms of social interaction and have potential roles as social integrators [30,51]. Sociability is one of the most vital dimensions of parks creating a vivid strong relationship between the place and society. This factor can be easily measured through determining the level of different social groups’ present in different hours of day and night [52]. Sociability has two dimensions; the ability to socialize and the environment. The opportunity to socialize is through an appealing design of park layout and facilities enhancing the social inclusion. The environment has an apparent reflection on user’s satisfaction and is clarified through good maintenance of the park, absence of incivilities, park’s view and location [23].

3.4 Impact of time factor on vitality parameters of parks

Time maybe thought of as a linear, unchecked, without beginning or end. It is tied to remarkable natural and human events; generations, seasons, moons and days. Time is discontinuous and linked with certain events. An environment is an emblem of past, present and future time. Past, present and future are simultaneously created and influence one another. Complexity of an urban space is derived from balancing between the conflicting views of the past and present [53]. Kevin Lynch was the first to introduce the temporal approach to the planning of urban spaces [54].

A social image of time should enlarge and vivify the present while increasing its figurative connections with the past, specially the future [53]. Parks play an important role in building environmentally sustainable cities. Thus examining the vitality of parks over time is fundamental, as time has become more valuable [53,55]. Time variation characteristics are often neglected leading to one perspective side when viewing urban vitality. Vitality concept points out to the idea of urban space vitality during the day formed by continuous human activities rather than gathering effect of people only during peak hours. Therefore, studying urban spatial and temporal vitality is needed providing a new way in alleviating the vitality concept [56].

Environment can be designed as organized in time or emblematic of time. There are number of methods available, one is the visible accumulations of the signs of past events, which makes the depth of historical time apparent. Another is the repetition of events showing the rhythmic of time. There are four distinct modes in which environmental change can be made into an esthetic experience; temporal collage is the juxtaposition of old and new events speaking of the passage of time and eloquent contrast; and by it, users visibly accumulate the rich traces of past time. By episodic design, users can create contrasting states that help organize time into patterns; deciduous trees are an example of this effect, as their summer and winter forms are varied, yet logically and visually connected. By direct display of environmental change, continuous modifications in the present are dramatized. The last is by exploiting the observer’s motion, same effects are gained even in an unchanging environment [53].

The term urban vibrancy describes the attraction, diversity and accessibility of a place with time variability [57]. According to Montgomery (1998), vitality is what distinguishes successful urban areas as it refers to the number of people in and around the space, the pedestrian flow across different times of day and night, the uptake of facilities, the extent in which the place feels alive and the presence of cultural events and celebrations over the year [58,59]. A desirable image of an urban space is one that enlarges and celebrates the present while sustaining connections with past and future [53].
Current studies focus on influencing factors of urban vitality from only a static perspective although people are the fundamental reason behind formation of vitality, as it exists when activities and people are present [60]. The understanding of place requires different methods, all based on three factors; space, nature and time [61-62]. An environment that can be modified progressively is more remarkable than an environment that cannot be changed as it invites its own destruction [53]. Accordingly, urban spaces have to be self-associated with different times to obtain different results [62-63]. An environment that facilitates recalling is a way of linking the living moment with a wide span of time. The past can be shown in relation to the present [53].

3.4.1 Impact of time on accessibility

According to Lynch (1960), accessibility is a time issue but also depends on the attractiveness and identity of the itineraries [64]. Time of the day varies in ease of accessibility, for instance; during nighttime, location of public transportation stops should be appropriate in terms of visibility, safety, security and desirability [65]. It is found that travel distance has an exponential limiting effect on park visits [66]. Safety and lack of social barriers in relation to time have as much to do with accessibility as do vehicles and roads [53].

3.4.2 Impact of time on legibility

A fluid environment is one that responds quickly to shifts in actions and attention by its users. For example, the lighting in parks might be programmed to brighten during a vital event [53]. Light is the most important precondition for the society. The increase of artificial lighting increases the positive utilization of the urban space. There is a plausible connection between light and safety, and it has two dimensions; social safety as crime or fear of crime and road safety [67]. An environment may not accept cyclical change but dramatize it like the arrangement of night lighting to reverse the shadows of sun or activities, shelters and furnishings changed emphasizing shifts in seasons. Late hour activities are vivid when they occur in zones that are expected to be deserted [53]. Since most elements of the spatial environment cannot be changed, night show is a form of nighttime entertainment, a play of artificial light and recorded sound dramatizing the historic settings. Illumination deliberately shows direction and time, indicates large gatherings and crucial events as well as emphasizing the landmarks [53].

Environmental change can be in the form of light that goes on and off or change color, dim and brighten can pulse depending on underlying rhythm. During the nightlife; there are variety of approaches, which are; structural, social and economic. Structural dimension during nighttime includes legibility and convenience, while economic dimension is related to variety of activities and integration of facilities. Social interaction and liveliness are domains concerned by the social dimension. Consistency between night landscape and urban performance during the day and night is what defines dynamic vitality of an open space [65].

3.4.3 Impact of time on convenience

Light and climate are invariant visible forms of the environment. The remembered contrast between seasons is symbolically enhanced by recalling the previous state. For instance, the Japanese experts display spring pictures in the dark of the year and snow scenes in the spring. And since that trees act as a seasonal clock, a bare tree in a park evokes the winter and a tropical greenhouse in the snow brings summer to mind [53]. Parks provide cooling impact, and this phenomenon is termed as park cooling island (PCI) effect [68-69]. Climate and different seasons are an ecological variable and a physical parameter of urban spaces that alter users’ perception and convenience due to factors of micro-climatic conditions as sunlight, wind, humidity and temperature [62,70]. Therefore, when planning green spaces; providing human comfort and reducing heat stress are predominant focuses [71].
Temporal limits for a certain behavior might help in controlling the timing of events in an urban space. New timing patterns can be initiated by introducing services or activities at some unusual hours or days, enhancing vitality of the park. It is conceivable that an activity timing can be altered augmenting the sequential character of the urban space. For social coordination between parks’ users, increasing the range of timing choices is valuable creating a stable and coherent pattern that is shared by others and fits the requirements of the individuals. New sources of public enjoyment can assess individuals to be alive in over longer period of time and can change the chaotic urban landscape into legible and meaningful one [53].

3.4.4 Impact of time on distinctiveness

The old environment is usually seen as an opportunity for dramatic enhancement, becoming richer than its old state. One of the problems facing the revitalization of an old place is how to maintain continuity of image and association despite the physical and social upheaval to which the users have been exposed, this can be achieved by mixing between the old and new settings. And since image of the place is fundamental, its history should be interwoven with the history of the new settings. In a historic urban space, as historical parks, its setting should illustrate the full spectrum of its culture and not only the great moments of the period. This clarifies that parks with historical features can have an impact on how distinctive the park is. Saving something indicative of the old ambience; its scale, plantings, spaces or pathways, will help in stimulating the vitalization process of the environment [53].

The external built environment illustrates a role in building and supporting the image of time. The same environment can have a different influence on the users because of time. Exposure of successive eras of history and the insertion of new materials that reinforced the past by allusion or contrast will give positive image to the environment, producing a setting more densely packed with references to the stream of time rather than a setting that never changes. Events of the recent past can be commemorated, also elements that need to be in retention in parks have to be symbolically rich or conveying a sense of total ambience of the past. Historic structures seem mostly impressive in two ways; either quite isolated or in intimate contact with the contemporary life and embedded in the center [53].

3.5 Conclusion

Analyzing the rhythms of time in parks devoting attention to the duration, the density and the temporal sequence of activities is important in issuing a dynamic vital park. Liveliness of the park throughout the time of days or seasons is what keeps it dynamic. In order to achieve vitality definition in parks; accessibility, legibility, convenience and distinctiveness factors should be acknowledged in relation to physical and social attributes.
### Table 1. Framework of time impact on vitality of parks. (Source: The researcher)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of Day</th>
<th>Vigilance &amp; Security</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Legibility</th>
<th>Distinctiveness</th>
<th>Convenience</th>
<th>Physical</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Presence of public transport, availability of parking spaces, lighting of the surrounding area</td>
<td>Pay per entry</td>
<td>Safety of the park</td>
<td>Presence of water bodies, unique park features</td>
<td>Comfort and simplicity of the park design</td>
<td>Safety and security of the park</td>
<td>Familiarity with the park's historical context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Presence of public transport, availability of parking spaces, lighting of the surrounding area</td>
<td>Pay per entry</td>
<td>Safety of the park</td>
<td>Presence of water bodies, unique park features</td>
<td>Comfort and simplicity of the park design</td>
<td>Safety and security of the park</td>
<td>Familiarity with the park's historical context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: The researcher*
4. ANALYTICAL EXAMPLES

Two different examples of parks with different amenities are selected: Büyük Park in Izmir, Turkey and Tantolundén Park in Stockholm, Sweden. The selection criteria rely on certain variables which are diversity of geographical location, culture and scale, as well as availability of data. The parks are evaluated according to the framework concluded from the literature review. The examples measure the impact of time on vitality parameters with respect to the physical and social attributes of each factor.

4.1 BUYÜK PARK in IZMIR, TURKEY

4.1.1 Description

The city of Izmir, is located in the west of Turkey and the third largest metropolitan city of the country. Its surface area is 12.012 km² [72]. Izmir has a coastal city identity and is an economically and socially dynamic city due to its location, climate and being home to different cultures [73]. Izmir contains the 3rd largest population and has 9 districts; Balçova, Bornova, Buca, Çiğli, Gaziemir, Güzelbahçe, Karşıyaka, Konak and Narlıdere [74].

Büyük Park is located in the center of the Bornova district which is in northeast of Izmir [75]. The park was first established in 1934 with a total area of 38,150 m². It is Bornova’s largest and Izmir’s third largest park. It has a unique location, within the city center, and physical opportunities enhancing residents to use it frequently [46,75]. It is bounded by Ege university main campus from the South, a historical landmark known as Peterson Pavilion and Bornova public education center from the North, Atatürk library from the East and a primary school in the West. Büyük Park is surrounded completely by mixed uses as shops, cafés, restaurants at the ground level and residential uses on top. It creates a shortcut between different regions of the city center with plenty of public facilities [46].

![Location of Izmir and Büyük Park](image)

After the Izmir’s republication period in 1923, gardens of private residences were transformed into public promenades then to public parks. Büyük Park was transformed from a cemetery into public park...
in 1934 by Rahmi Bey, former governor of Izmir and the first founder of the park. After 10 years of the republic, Governor Kazim Dirik Pasha was interested in developing the park [46,76].

4.1.2 Impact of time on vitality factors in Buyuk park

4.1.2.1 Accessibility

The park is located on the shopping axis in the town center and surrounded by socio-cultural venues, this advocates users’ accessibility and the park’s usage most of the time throughout the day. Due to the livability of the surrounding context, this gives the users sense of safety during day and night [46]. It is easily approachable by public transportation as bus, metro or train. It is surrounded by variety of facilities within a walkable distance of 10 minutes helping in the liveliness of the surrounding, therefore facilitating the accessibility to the park during different time of the day.

The 4 entrances/exits speculate the concept of a friendly pedestrian park, as there is 1 main entrance and 3 secondary. The main one is directly linked with the park’s main spine and ornamental pool, while the entrance (1) is near the playground zone, entrance (2) is considered perpendicular on the main entrance/exit leading to the open air theatre and entrance (3) can be contemplated as a specified entrance to the wedding hall for gatherings and events, as shown in figure (6).

![Fig.6. Accessibility of Büyük park in relation to the surrounding street network. (Source: The researcher)](image)

4.1.2.2 Legibility

The park has sufficient lighting at night and does not have security staff or CCTVs, but the multifunctionality of the closed spatial uses in the park provides a more secure environment during both daytime and nighttime. It also has good visibility level due to the absence of visual obstacles in the park. In some zones, users noticed some concealed areas and views due to the tree density which gives them sense of unsafety during the daytime and nighttime [46].
Facilities are well distributed and integrated in the park, where each zone has disparate activity, allowing the users to feel more safe. The differentiation in the facilities grant the park vibrancy during different time of the day. The park’s design enables users to have visual coherence between the zones [46]. Absence of social incivilities and vandalism enhances the park to be more legible and safe. The open air theatre, cultural center and wedding hall strengthen the variety of activities during the nighttime as well as the daytime [77].

4.1.2.3 Convenience

Maintenance of equipment provided in the parks plays a crucial role in the park usage, and since users in Büyük Park showed a high ratio in visiting the park for children playing zone, this reveals that park facilities are well-maintained [77]. The park has been completely renovated, the existing fountain, walking pathways, children’s playing area and lighting poles [78]. Büyük Park can be considered as a well-maintained park regarding its urban furniture, shading elements, green areas, pavements and cafés, as shown in figure (8) [46]. As for the signage, it has some signs, as those indicating not to enter the ornamental pool or not to use motorcycle in the park. However, it lacks ‘You are here’ maps for ease of wayfinding and rule signs for preventing drug users or social incivilities [46]. Signage are not considered visible as they are not designed for the night usage as well as the lack of lighting units around them. Users are satisfied with the park’s physical conditions, the designed landscape features, the variety of activities, open and closed spatial uses it offers and its central location in the downtown [77].

The most favorite visiting time was in the afternoon. Visitors frequently used the park daily or twice a week. Duration of the stay was also statistically significant to measure. Almost more than half of the respondents visited the park for less than an hour or 1-2 hours and the rest stayed in the park for 3-4 hours. Frequency of visiting parks had a remarkable effect on user’s safety. Users visiting the park everyday perceived it as more safety from crime and were more satisfied with its design and amenities. One of the reasons enhancing them to visit it more frequent is the variety of cultural and social activities that occur in the park [46].
4.1.2.4 Distinctiveness

Büyük Park offers variety of amenities and facilities. It consists of 3 cafés, a cultural center, a wedding hall, an open-air theatre, a playground, a mini football playing area and a refreshment area with an ornamental pool in the center of its axes, as shown in figure (9). Since there are some facilities in the park that require night working hours as the wedding hall, cultural center and the open-air theatre, this height

![Facilities of Büyük Park.](https://www.google.com/search?q=buyuk+park)

The park is full of historical elements that dates back to different years. Uğur Mumcu Culture and Art Center dates back to 1993 and was named in the honor of a Turkish investigated journalist who died in 1993. It brings together all those interested in cinema, philosophy, painting, literature and visual arts [79]. The Ayfer Feray open air theatre was named after the Turkish actress, Ayfer Feray, who died in 1994 [80]. The Bornova municipality, city hall, is located inside the park on its edges, giving the park a unique image and high sense of safety. There are two statues, one in the axe of the park, for Mustafa Kemal Atatürk who was a former president of Turkey since 1923 until his death in 1938 and the other statue is for Rahmi Bey, former governor of Izmir and the founder of Büyük Park in Bornova [76], sitting on a bench in the central plaza of the park, figure (10). All these amenities together with the park’s unique location enhance the users to be more socially inclusive and raise the park’s identity.

![Statues and the park’s main entrance gate.](https://www.google.com/search?q=buyuk+park)

4.1.3 Assessment framework

Table (2) clarifies the framework implied on Büyük Park in Izmir concluding a final percentage, that indicates the importance of time impact for each of the four vitality factors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VITALITY FACTORS</th>
<th>PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>SOCIAL ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>( \text{PERCENTAGE} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 ACCESSIBILITY</td>
<td>Park proximity</td>
<td>Safety of the park</td>
<td>81.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale of the park</td>
<td>Safety of the surrounding context</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opening hours of the park, days, weekends</td>
<td>Accessibility of leisure time</td>
<td>76.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location within the urban fabric</td>
<td>Life style of the users involved in the park</td>
<td>76.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME FACTOR</td>
<td>Appropriate location of public transportation stops (public/private transportation)</td>
<td>Time of the day (Morning, afternoon, evening)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lighting of the surrounding context</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02 LEGIBILITY</td>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>Presence of visual obstacles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual transparency between activities inside each zone giving the observer a dynamic sense</td>
<td>Presence of events or facilities in different areas of the park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual coherence between landscape design and vegetation density</td>
<td>Presence of safety in different areas of the park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual coherence between the park and its context in terms of the grid, fences and vegetation density</td>
<td>Presence of safety in different areas of the park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well illumination of the surrounding context</td>
<td>Presence of safety in different areas of the park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 CONVENIENCE</td>
<td>Clarity of the park</td>
<td>Clarity and simplicity of the park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>Clarity and simplicity of the park design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of public transportation stops (public/private transportation)</td>
<td>Attractiveness of the park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lighting of the surrounding context</td>
<td>Presence of shedding fountains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>Presence of shedding fountains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual coherence between landscape design and vegetation density</td>
<td>Maintenance of shedding fountains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 DISTINCTIVENESS</td>
<td>Unique park amenities</td>
<td>Presence of users throughout the day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location of the park within the urban fabric</td>
<td>Variety of uses and activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>Variety of uses and activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Büyük Park achievement points in comparison to the framework. (Source: The researcher)
5. CONCLUSION

Based on the literature review, vitality of public parks depends on four mandatory factors which are accessibility, legibility, convenience and distinctiveness, where each factor covers physical and social attributes. Time has proven to have an influential impact on vitality parameters of public parks, regardless the park’s scale, creating a dynamic form in the environment and different image regarding the user’s perception. This is interpreted in the analytical example, Büyük Park in Izmir.

Büyük Park showed to be a dynamic park with a legible design and layout which assists in facilitating the users to engage more with its environment. Time has a great impact on accessibility attributes with 81.3%, which is the highest percentage compared to the four vitality factors, while the least impact is on legibility with 68.4%. As for convenience and distinctiveness, time factor considered to have almost the same importance regarding their attributes 76.5 % and 76.9% respectively.

Time has an apparent consequences and effect in urban planning and user behaviour. Therefore, it is highly recommended to take into due account time factor as an imperative aspect when tackling the vitality of any public park for enhanced users’ social and physical behaviour, as well as raising the benchmark of parks’ perfnance. This will give more reliable results and outcomes when discussing the vitality of public parks.
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الإطار التقييمي لعامل الزمن في حيوية المتنزهات العامة

يسرا مجاهد

الملخص

تعمل المتنزهات العامة كمحفز لتشرين حماية الحياة والأداء المجتمعي لأنها تعتبر جزءًا لا يتجزأ من النسيج الحضري. يتمتع المتنزهات بأداء حيوي في إنشاء مجتمعات ذات قيم مستدامة، و ذلك لما لها من دور كبير في إضافة اللمسة الطبيعية إلى المدينة وتحقيق التأثير الاجتماعي. تتضمن حيوية المتنزهات بقوة المتنزه وتفاعل المستخدمين في أوقات مختلفة وتنوع المرافق. للحياة المتنزه، لكل المتنزهات، تأثير على حيوية المتنزهات، بما يتعلق بالسمات المادية والاجتماعية.

لتحقيق تأثير الزمن على حيوية المتنزهات، فيما يتعلق بالسمات المادية والاجتماعية، وتطرق الدراسة على عوامل الحياة وتأثير الوقت على كل واحده ماديا إلى المالحة مختلفة من المتنزه، وحسم الباحثة إلى إطار يتوافق مع تأثير الوقت على متغيرات الحياة الأثرية بخصائصها، ثم حصلت مثاليين مختلفين من المنتزهات العامة بالاختلاف حجمها ووضعها، و هما: "حديقة بويك" في تركيا و "حديقة الناوان" في سويسرا.

الكلمات الدالة: المتنزهات العامة، حيوية المتنزهات، النمط في المتنزهات، تأثير الزمن على المتنزهات.